
 

 

2011-2012 Home Education Goals 

Student’s Name 

 

English (to include language, literature, speech and composition) 

- AAA will complete at least 45 days of grammar studies. (Or ¼ of a grammar textbook) (Or will 

learn grammar based on errors in writing and will include rough drafts & final drafts in the 

portfolio to show improvement) 

- AAA will read a minimum of 25 books, including at least 3 literary classics. 

- AAA will write at least 3 short compositions and 1 exceeding 2500 words. 

- AAA will participate in public speaking as ministry and a way to serve others. 

- AAA will continue to have good literary classics read aloud to her to encourage her vocabulary 

and language development as well as her auditory reception skills. 

 

Mathematics:  

- AAA will work through 2/3 of the Math-U-See Algebra 2 textbook. 

 

Science (including Health & Physiology): 

- AAA will complete at least 2/3 of the Apologia Chemistry textbook, and participate in a co-op 

chem. class. 

- AAA will study Biology over the summer as a prerequisite to taking her chemistry co-op class. 

 

Social Studies (including Geography, History of the World, the United States and Pennsylvania, & Civics): 

- AAA will log at least 120 activities in Greco-Roman History. 

- AAA will explore PA and US history and geography while on field trips and through her reading. 

- AAA will explore world geography and politics through the God’s World school newspaper. 

 

Safety (including regular and continuous instruction in the dangers and prevention of fires) 

- AAA will discuss and practice fire safety daily in cooking, electronics care, and even while 

camping. 

- AAA will obtain her driver’s permit, practice and take the test for her license. 

 

Physical Education: 

- AAA will engage in regular physical activities including swimming, biking, hiking, running, and 

bowling. 

- AAA will play field hockey and possibly other sports at Bloomsburg High School. 

 

Music: 

- AAA will participate regularly in group singing. 

- AAA will learn 1 new hymn each month.  

 

Art:    

- AAA will study art appreciation related to our unit study themes. 

 

 


